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Climate Finance: 'Continuation' or Real Commitment?
Dear Ministers:
With the rising impacts of severe

climate change, now is the time for
developed countries to scale up cli
mate finance rather than pulling
back from it. Droughts, storms and
heat waves all demand climate
action  and action requires fin
ance. Developing countries can't
survive without action.
Yet many developed countries

seem to be failing in committing
this. And now they're hiding behind
slippery words.

When you apply the word 'continu
ation' to climate finance, it might
sound applicable at first hearing; but
when you look more closely, you
realize that continuing doesn't tell
you how much will continue: $10?
$25? $1,000?
Some European countries have

pledged finance for the upcoming
period, but where are the other
developed countries  like the US,
Japan, Canada or Australia? It
would be appropriate for them and
others to join in a common finance

commitment. It's not enough to rely
on just a few countries to step up
and pledge at the podium  we
need everyone at the altar, commit
ting together in a decision at Doha.
If you leave Doha without that col

lective decision, the commitment to
reaching $100 billion dollars per an
num by 2020 will be on the way to
becoming an unreachable fantasy,
with the future of a successful ADP
hanging in the balance, and the sur
vival of the world's poorest and most
vulnerable at far greater risk.

Hello there, yes, it’s us again. ECO
was hoping not bring this up one
more time but the negotiations leave
us no other choice.
With only two days of COP 18 left,

we will continue to fight for an agree
ment that will give Loss and Damage
the international political recognition
that it deserves.
Running and hiding from the reality

of climate change is not an option
and will only delay the inevitable. So
let’s face it, address it and act on it.
ECO is putting these cards on the

table for one more push!
1. When all the developing countries

are calling for an establishment of an
international mechanism to address
loss and damage here in Doha, Min
isters should sit up and decide now.
Every single day, it becomes more
urgent as climate impacts are getting
more severe from our failure to mitig
ate emissions.
2. Endorse and promote continu

ation of the work programme of Loss
and Damage. It has been shown to
be a vital tool in assessment of, and
approaches to, loss and damage,
particularly slow onset events. This
will also facilitate further discussion
on the institutional arrangement of
the international mechanism  so

let’s make it a clear priority for future
actions.
3. A final and very important point:

Doha needs to be the benchmark of
success in the loss and damage dis
cussion. Walking out of the QNCC
with no clear direction or plan of
action will have insurmountable con
sequences.

Necessary Elements to Address Loss and Damage
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ECO wants to remind the Parties that
embedding equity in the climate regime is
fundamental to any fair and ambitious out
come. While Parties have expressed their
views on how to move toward operational
ising equity, this aspect is reaching the van
ishing point in the texts.
ECO thinks it would be pretty easy to

measure, report and verify the disappear
ance of political will when Parties enter the
negotiating rooms in the QNCC. That’s the
real problem in these negotiations, as reflec
ted in the weak language on equity in the
latest texts from both the LCA and the ADP
chairs. And that sends a very negative mes
sage to areas around the world struggling
every day to survive against the adversities
of climate impacts.
And yet, innovative and even transformat

ive concepts are readily available. Recently,

Belgium and Sweden convened a rich and
interactive meeting of experts and stakehold
ers in Brussels. Indeed, the ideas discussed
in the Brussels workshop are immediately
relevant and can be transformed into work
able forms in the negotiations. Once again,
the message from workshop participants
was loud and clear: what we are facing is not
a dearth of ideas or resources but instead a
pervasive vacuum of political will.
One aspect of reviving momentum is to try

out creative approaches. In Brussels, for
example, the open exchange of views under
Chatham House rules provided a tool for
creating trust and opening up space for dia
logue.
Before leaving Doha, negotiators must en

sure that a safe space for equity discussions
is created in a work programme on equity.
That is crucial for ensuring a fair, ambitious

and binding outcome in 2015.
ECO has consistently expressed the need

for taking up the equity issue with a view to
unpacking and eventually operationalizing
equity in the various elements. Let us
remember COP 17, where India championed
the issue of equity and took a central role in
tying together the Durban Package.
But now, the progress made in the ADP

roundtables in Bangkok has been set aside
in the discussions to date here in Doha.
To be clear, equity principles need to be

discussed in order to move them forward in
terms of populating the ADP with content
issues of operationalisation. Otherwise,
equity will not move and we will yet again fall
short of ambition. To say it clearly: there will
be no ambition without equity – and no
equity without ambition.

Searching for Equity

The Kyoto Protocol is a consensusbuilding
and democratic treaty. In adopting any amend
ments, the KP’s procedures try to keep every
one happy by ensuring every effort is taken to
achieve agreement by consensus.
But when a country, or even a few countries,

are blocking progress, the KP also allows an
amendment to be adopted 'as a last resort' by a
three quarters majority vote. Once the minimum
requirements have been reached, amendments
of course only enter into force for those coun
tries that have deposited their instruments of
acceptance – otherwise they cannot access the
new benefits that the KP, as amended, can
bring.
Concerning the the ‘hot air’ problem, for ex

ample, this means that if Russia decides not to
agree or ratify an amendment that would cut
out 13 Gt of hot air, they would still keep their
surplus credits but there would be no market for
them. In that instance, those that did ratify such
an amendment for CP2, giving them continued
access to the Kyoto mechanisms, and with their
new QELROs inscribed in Annex B, would have
agreed not to buy any such hot air.
On a related subject, ECO reminds the EU

member states – and the European Parliament
concurs  that under the EU treaties their com
mon positions on environmental issues can be
agreed by qualified majority voting. As far as
Doha is concerned, this means that ministers
from a coalition of progressive countries can
move the EU from being a craven fencesitter
to a dynamic supporter of action to remove a
big part of the gigatonne gap. If this happens
and Poland (and any others similarly disposed)
refuses to ratify KP CP2, that will not hold back
the whole of the Union.

Breaking the
'Hot Air Impasse'

ECO holds no brief against Poland
as a travel destination. It’s a nice
country with cold winter weather but
warm and friendly people  but it’s
definitely not the right place to host
COP 19.
Hosting a COP requires actively

working to get a meaningful out
come based on environmental in
tegrity and flexibility. Host countries
must be flexible enough to set aside
national interests to address the
concerns of all parties and find
workable and constructive com
promises.
Flexibility for the sake of common

benefit and environmental integrity is
something that the Polish govern
ment has not been succeeding in
recently.
Agreeing to the full cancellation of

‘hot air’ after the second commit
ment period would be the best step
to strengthen your hand, Poland,
and show the world that you under
stand the true meaning and object
ives of this process.
Otherwise, we will still come and

visit, but we'll do it over holidays and
we will search for another Presid
ency that can really contribute to the
ultimate goal of the COP which is
limiting global warming well below
2 ºC.

Toward a
Meaningful COP 19




